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TOPIC: Impact of the Great Irish Famine

SUBJECT/GRADE LEVEL: Social Studies, Grade Level 9.

TITLE: Journal of Elizabeth Smith

AIM QUESTION: AIM: How does Elizabeth Smith’s Diary help us understand the impact

of the Great Famine on the Irish people?

NEW YORK STATE SOCIAL STUDIES STANDARDS:

World History: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of major ideas, eras, themes, developments, and turning points in

world history, and examine the broad sweep of history from a variety of perspectives.

Economics: Students will use a variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their

understanding of how the United States and other societies develop economic systems

and associated institutions to allocate scare resources, how major decision-making

units function in the U.S. and other national economies, and how an economy solves

the scarcity problem through market and non-market mechanisms.

TEACHER BACKGROUND:

This lesson uses Elizabeth Smith’s descriptions of conditions in Ireland before and

during the Great Irish Famine to help students understand the impact of the famine

on the people of Ireland. Smith was the wife of a landowner in County Wicklow, one

of the more prosperous areas of Ireland. She was part of the Anglo-Irish gentry and

in 1849, participated in the reception for Queen Victoria when she visited Dublin and

announced the end of the famine. as part of this lesson students will explore ideas

about the role of social class in influencing ideas and actions. The lesson is designed

so that student teams examine different sections of the document package and report

on their findings to the full class.

REFLECTION: Teachers recommended using edited, adapted or rewritten

versions of documents depending on lesson goals and performance level of

students. See discussion of the use of differentiated texts
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AIM: How does Elizabeth Smith’s Diary help us understand the impact of the Great

Famine on the Irish people?

ASSESSMENT:

- Students will demonstrate an understanding of cause and effect in history and the

ability to support conclusions based on an evaluation of evidence through individual

and group writing assignments and during group and class discussions.

- Students will demonstrate the importance of examining and respecting multiple

perspectives when explaining historical events.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to examine and explain the significance of

primary source documents.

- Students will demonstrate the ability to apply an understanding of historical events

to explain contemporary problems.

- Students will demonstrate an understanding of social class and its role in society.

DO NOW ACTIVITY: Read introduction to Activity Sheet A. Answer questions 1-2.

1- Who was Elizabeth Smith?

2- In your opinion, how will her social class position influence her views of events?

Why?

MOTIVATIONAL ACTIVITY: If you travel around the United States or the world, it is

clear that people have different levels of material prosperity. Your economic

position in society is often refereed to as your social class. In your opinion, how does

social class influence the way people understand the world? Explain. Do you think

people are narrowly bound in the way they understand the world by class, ethnicity,

race, or religion? Explain.

TRANSITIONAL ACTIVITY: This lesson examines the way that Elizabeth Smith

understands life in pre-famine and famine Ireland. Who was Elizabeth Smith? In

your opinion, how will her social class position influence her views of events? Why?

ACTIVITY:

- Read Activity Sheet A- Before the Famine: a description of conditions in Ireland,

1842. Key questions: What do you learn about Elizabeth Smith from this entry in her

journal? Why is Elizabeth Smith surprised when Betty Kiogh gives "thanks"? In your

opinion, why does Elizabeth Smith ask, "Is there no remedy for such utter

wretchedness? If you were having a conversation with Elizabeth Smith, what would

your response be to her question? Explain the reason for your answer.

- Working in groups, students should examine sections B or C and answer the

questions at the end of each section. At the end of the activity, a representative of
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each group should report to the entire class. Key Questions: Why is Elizabeth Smith

worried that "prospects look very gloomy"? Why is Elizabeth Smith skeptical about

help promised from England? Elizabeth Smith says that the Irish do not want charity.

What is she calling for? At times Elizabeth Smith appears hopeful. Why? Elizabeth

Smith discusses the broader economic impact of the potato blight. According to

Elizabeth Smith, how is the blight affecting England, Scotland and Ireland? How is

Elizabeth Smith's family trying to survive the potato blight

SUMMARY QUESTION: If you were part of the Anglo-Irish upper class, would you have

considered the plight of the Irish peasants your responsibility? Explain your views.

HOMEWORK: Public opinion pollsters consider social class and family income level

important determinants of the way that people will vote. Examine the newspaper and

select three current events issues where you believe social class or family income

will affect someone’s stand on the issue. In brief essays, explain the issues in the

articles and why you believe social class or family income would influence someone’s

position on this issue.

APPLICATION: If you were a member of the Poor Law Commission, what plans would

you propose to address the hardship caused by the potato blight? Explain the reasons

for your proposals.
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(Edited Version)

ACTIVITY SHEET A: The Journal of Elizabeth Smith

Source: Helen Litton The Irish Famine: An Illustrated History  (Dublin: Wolfhound

Press, 1994).

Elizabeth Smith was the wife of a landowner in County Wicklow, one of the

economically better off areas of Ireland. Her journal describes conditions in Ireland

before the potato blight and then during the famine. She was part of the Anglo-Irish

upper class and in 1849, participated in the reception for Queen Victoria when she

visited Dublin and announced the end of the famine. Read the excerpts from

Elizabeth Smith's journals.

Questions

1- Who was Elizabeth Smith?

2- In your opinion, will her social class position influence her views of the Great

Irish Famine? Explain.

Word Bank: wretchedness- horrible conditions; turf- also called peat.
Compressed, dried plant matter used instead of wood for fuel; thatch- straw
used for roofs; destitution- poverty; hoards- hidden supplies; ministry- an
agency of the government; entreat- beg or plead; emanation- statement; hoots-
boos; drivellers- people who make foolish statements; paternal- father-like;
rein- leash; bulbed- sprouted; mercantile- business.

A) Before the Famine: a description of conditions in Ireland, 1842

Such a scene of misery as this day unfolded, or rather such a series of miserable

scenes. Annie and I went to hunt out children for the infant class and everywhere

almost we found people struggling for existence, some a little better off than others

in consequence of better management, but badly at best and no seeming hope

anywhere of better days, no prospect for the children beyond toil, toil for the bit to

eat. But all the wretchedness we found during our walk in the morning was nothing

compared to the scene at Harry Kiogh’s dwelling where I went after dinner to see his

poor wife Betty, who is near dying after a miscarriage caused by overweighting

herself with the turf she brought home on her back through the river, their fuel for

the winter.  It is an old cow-house, part of a ruined building quite apart from all

neighborhood, has never been dashed inside or out, no window, no chimney, a sort of

door that don’t fit and some thatch by way of -- the husband has built a rough stone

wall elbow high to protect the bed from the wind of the door.  I saw no bedclothes,

straw below, a sort of old dark cloth above; there was a pot and a plate or two and a

basis and a spoon and the remains of an old dresser, four starved looking children,
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very clean, the poor fainting woman hardly able to speak and not able to raise

herself. She did speak and it was to give thanks! for returning strength and a job of

work her husband had got which would bring him 30/-pay, the rent 20/-!! for that

place!! and leave a trifle to thatch over the bed! and she had the fowl still and her

four ducks and her pig that Tom Kiogh gave them last year, plenty of turf which she

would soon be able to bring home and a fine crop of potatoes when they could release

them, and please God harvest work would help them to do that if she were but once

able to leave her bed. All this I saw, but there are a hundred cases, aye more than a

hundred worse which I have not seen.  Is there no remedy for such utter

wretchedness? Education alone won’t do, the body must be fed at any rate before the

mind can act.

Questions

1- What do you learn about Elizabeth Smith from this entry in her journal?

2- Why is Elizabeth Smith surprised when Betty Kiogh gives "thanks"?

3- In your opinion, why does Elizabeth Smith ask, "Is there no remedy for such utter

wretchedness?

4- If you were having a conversation with Elizabeth Smith, what would your

response be to here question? Explain the reason for your answer.

B) The Famine: the Journal of Elizabeth Smith, Fall, 1847

The winter prospects look very gloomy. The destitution is expected to be wider

spread than last year for the very poor will be very nearly as ill off while the classes

above which then relieved them all this year in serious difficulties. No money

anywhere; the little hoards of cash and goods all spent and nothing to replace wither.

The ministry says the land must support the people on it. Half the country having

been left untilled for want of means to crop it while a million of money was

squandered in destroying the roads (many public works projects works were badly

planned and organized, or left half-finished, leaving roads worse than they had been

before), much of it finding its way into pockets full enough before.

The Queen has ordered the begging box to go round all the English churches for

us! Sir J. Burgoyne, head of the Poor Law Commission writes to the Times newspaper!

to entreat charitable subscriptions for the starving districts. Mr. Trevelyan, the

Secretary to the Treasury, sends this precious emanation forth to the public with

some little agenda of his own to the same tune. One would suppose stones were scarce

in Ireland and her rivers dry when no one hoots such drivellers out of the country.
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We want no charity. We want a paternal government to look a little after our

interests, to legislate for us fairly, to spend what we should have properly among us,

to teach us, and to keep a tight rein over idleness, recklessness, apathy. It is plain

these people can’t do it.

Questions

1- Why is Elizabeth Smith worried that "prospects look very gloomy"?

2- Why is Elizabeth Smith skeptical about help promised from England?

3- Elizabeth Smith says that the Irish do not want charity. What is she calling for?

4- If you were a member of the Poor Law Commission, what plans would you propose

to address the hardship caused by the potato blight? Explain the reasons for your

proposals.

C) The Impact of the Potato Blight: the Journal of Elizabeth Smith, 1847

- There is no grass in England, not much in other parts of Ireland, and the turnips

look very bad everywhere, they have not bulbed at all. . . Our grass is fine, our

turnips good, so by keeping our stock over, we must be fully repaid by the high

prices we shall get in the spring or may be by Christmas. In the meanwhile we get no

cash and the rents may be uncertain. Some say this will be a harder year than the

last. It is well the Colonel sold poor Major (a horse) or we certainly should be in a

straight.

- Little in the papers but failures. Cattle dealers in Dublin have gone and caused

immense distress. Not an offer for a beast of any sort at any of the late fairs. . . John

Robinson has lost seven thousand pounds by bad debts, trusting people who have

failed to pay. . . He hopes to recover about half this sum when the affairs of some of

these firms are wound up.

- Every newspaper brings large additions to the long list of bankrupts; the whole

mercantile world is affected by the pressure on the money market. Banks have failed

everywhere. Manufacturers, traders, brokers. We can sell nothing, and though a

bountiful harvest has filled the country with cheap provisions, no one can buy. This

in England, Scotland. The Highlands is much worse. What then must Ireland be,

drying only. It is beyond ruin the South and West. Here  (the East coast) we shall get

on better, we hope. The Colonel received yesterday the first order on the Treasurer of

the Board of Works for his drainage money, so he will set on thirty men at one; such a

gleam of comfort. I have money to last ourselves till the pay comes again in the

middle of next month, but I can’t pay poor Miss Clerk her half year’s salary. I have

given her five pounds to account merely, so as I keep matters going I feel it will be
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all. The Colonel spends nothing. He sold his horse to help us and I have put off paying

the girls the money borrowed from them last year.

Questions

1- In the first journal entry, why is Elizabeth Smith hopeful?

2- In these journal entries, Elizabeth Smith discusses the broader economic impact of

the potato blight. According to Elizabeth Smith, how is the blight affecting England,

Scotland and Ireland?

3- How is Elizabeth Smith's family trying to survive the potato blight?

4- If you were part of the Anglo-Irish upper-class, would you have considered the

plight of the Irish peasants your responsibility? Explain your views.
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(Adapted Version)

ACTIVITY SHEET A: The Journal of Elizabeth Smith

Source: Helen Litton The Irish Famine: An Illustrated History  (Dublin: Wolfhound

Press, 1994).

Elizabeth Smith was the wife of a landowner in County Wicklow, one of the

economically better off areas of Ireland. Her journal describes conditions in Ireland

before the potato blight and then during the famine. She was part of the Anglo-Irish

upper class and in 1849, participated in the reception for Queen Victoria when she

visited Dublin and announced the end of the famine. Read the excerpts from

Elizabeth Smith's journals.

Questions

1- Who was Elizabeth Smith?

2- In your opinion, will her social class position influence her views of the Great

Irish Famine? Explain.

A) Before the Famine: a description of conditions in Ireland, 1842

Such a scene of misery as this day unfolded. Annie and I went to hunt out

children for the infant class and everywhere almost we found people struggling for

existence. Some were a little better off than others, but badly at best and no seeming

hope anywhere of better days, no prospect for the children beyond toil, toil for the

bit to eat. But all the horrible conditions we found during our walk in the morning

were nothing compared to the scene at Harry Kiogh’s dwelling. I went there after

dinner to see his poor wife Betty, who is near dying after a miscarriage. It was caused

by weighing herself down with the turf she brought home on her back through the

river to use as fuel for the winter.

They live in an old cow-barn with no window, no chimney, a sort of door that

doesn’t fit and some straw for a roof. The husband has built a rough stone wall elbow

high to protect the bed from the wind of the door. I saw no bedclothes or straw below;

there was a pot and a plate or two and the remains of an old dresser. The family has

four starved looking children.

The poor fainting woman was hardly able to speak and not able to raise herself.

However, she did speak and it was to give thanks for her returning strength, a job of

work her husband had got, her fowl and her four ducks and her pig, plenty of turf

which she would soon be able to bring home, and a fine crop of potatoes she would be

able to harvest if she were able to leave her bed.
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All this I saw, but there are a hundred cases, aye more than a hundred worse

which I have not seen. Is there no remedy for these horrible conditions? Education

alone won’t do, the body must be fed at any rate before the mind can act.

Questions

1- What do you learn about Elizabeth Smith from this entry in her journal?

2- Why is Elizabeth Smith surprised when Betty Kiogh gives "thanks"?

3- In your opinion, why does Elizabeth Smith ask if there is a remedy for these

horrible conditions?

4- If you were having a conversation with Elizabeth Smith, what would your

response be to here question? Explain the reason for your answer.

B) The Famine: the Journal of Elizabeth Smith, Fall, 1847

The winter prospects look very gloomy. Poverty is expected to be wider spread

than last year. The very poor will be very nearly as bad off while the classes above

them are in serious difficulties. No money anywhere; the little hidden supply of cash

and goods all spent and nothing to replace them.

The government says the land must support the people on it. But half the country

is left unplanted while a million of money was squandered in destroying the roads,

much of it finding its way into pockets full enough before.

The Queen has ordered the begging box to go round all the English churches for

us! The head of the Poor Law Commission writes to the Times newspaper! to request

charity for the starving districts. The Secretary to the Treasury, gives speeches to the

public with some little agenda of his own. One would suppose stones were scarce in

Ireland and her rivers dry when no one boos such fools out of the country.

We want no charity. We want a fatherly government to look a little after our

interests, to legislate for us fairly, to spend what we should have properly among us,

to teach us, and to keep a tight leash over idleness, recklessness, apathy. It is plain

these people can’t do it.

Questions

1- Why is Elizabeth Smith worried that "prospects look very gloomy"?

2- Why is Elizabeth Smith skeptical about help promised from England?

3- Elizabeth Smith says that the Irish do not want charity. What is she calling for?

4- If you were a member of the Poor Law Commission, what plans would you propose

to address the hardship caused by the potato blight? Explain the reasons for your

proposals.
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C) The Impact of the Potato Blight: the Journal of Elizabeth Smith, 1847

- Our grass is fine, our turnips good, so by keeping our stock over, we must be

fully repaid by the high prices we shall get in the spring or maybe even by

Christmas. In the meanwhile we get no cash and the rents may be uncertain. Some

say this will be a harder year than the last. It is well the Colonel sold poor our horse

or we certainly should be in trouble.

- Little in the papers but failures. Cattle dealers in Dublin cannot get an offer for

a beast of any sort at any of the late fairs. John Robinson has lost seven thousand

pounds by bad debts, trusting people who have failed to pay. He hopes to recover

about half this sum when the affairs of some of these firms are wound up.

- Every newspaper brings large additions to the long list of bankrupts; the whole

business world is affected by the pressure on the money market. Banks have failed

everywhere. Manufacturers, traders, brokers. We can sell nothing, and though a

bountiful harvest has filled the country with cheap provisions, no one can buy. This

in England and Scotland. What then must Ireland be. It is beyond ruin the South and

West. The Colonel received the first order for his drainage money, so he will hire

thirty men. I have money to last us until the pay comes again in the middle of next

month. The Colonel spends nothing. He sold his horse to help us and I have put off

paying the girls the money borrowed from them last year.

Questions

1- In the first journal entry, why is Elizabeth Smith hopeful?

2- In these journal entries, Elizabeth Smith discusses the broader economic impact of

the potato blight. According to Elizabeth Smith, how is the blight affecting England,

Scotland and Ireland?

3- How is Elizabeth Smith's family trying to survive the potato blight?

4- If you were part of the Anglo-Irish upper-class, would you have considered the

plight of the Irish peasants your responsibility? Explain your views.
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(Rewritten Version)

ACTIVITY SHEET A: The Journal of Elizabeth Smith

Source: Helen Litton The Irish Famine: An Illustrated History  (Dublin: Wolfhound

Press, 1994).

Elizabeth Smith was the wife of a landowner in one of the economically better off

areas of Ireland. She was part of the Anglo-Irish upper class. In 1849, she

participated in the reception for Queen Victoria when she visited Dublin. Her journal

describes conditions in Ireland before the potato blight and then during the Great

Irish Famine.

Questions

1- Who was Elizabeth Smith?

2- In your opinion, will her social class position influence her views of the Great

Irish Famine? Explain.

A) Before the Famine: a description of conditions in Ireland, 1842

Today I witnessed a scene of misery when I went looking for children for the

infant class. Everywhere we found people struggling for existence. There was no

hope anywhere for better days. There was no prospect for the children beyond toil,

toil for a bit to eat.

We found the most horrible conditions at the dwelling where the family of Harry

Kiogh’s was living. I went there after dinner to see Betty Kiogh, who is near dying

after a miscarriage. The miscarriage was caused by the heavy weight she was

carrying on her back when she brought turf home to use as fuel for the winter.

The family lives in an old cow-barn with no window, no chimney, a sort of door

that doesn’t fit and some straw for a roof. Harry Kiogh has built a rough stone wall to

protect the bed from the wind of the door. I saw no bedclothes or straw in the house.

There was a pot and a plate or two and the remains of an old dresser. The family has

four starved looking children.

The poor fainting woman was hardly able to speak and not able to raise herself.

However, she did speak and it was to give thanks for her returning strength, a job of

work her husband had got, her rooster and her four ducks and her pig, plenty of turf

which she would soon be able to bring home, and a fine crop of potatoes she would be

able to harvest if she were able to leave her bed.

All this I saw, but there are a hundred cases worse which I have not seen. Is there

no remedy for these horrible conditions? Education alone won’t do. The body must be

fed at any rate before the mind can act.
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Questions

1- What do you learn about Elizabeth Smith from this entry in her journal?

2- Why is Elizabeth Smith surprised when Betty Kiogh gives "thanks"?

3- In your opinion, why does Elizabeth Smith ask if there is a remedy for these

horrible conditions?

4- If you were having a conversation with Elizabeth Smith, what would your

response be to here question? Explain the reason for your answer.

B) The Famine: the Journal of Elizabeth Smith, Fall, 1847

The winter prospects look very gloomy. Poverty is expected to be wider spread

than last year. The very poor will be very nearly as bad off while the classes above

them are in serious difficulties. There is no money anywhere. People spent

everything that they hid away and there is nothing to replace it.

The government says that Ireland must support its populations. But half the

country is left unplanted. Meanwhile, money is wasted on construction projects that

leave the country worse and make a few people richer.

The Queen has ordered the begging box to go round all the English churches for

us! The head of the Poor Law Commission requests charity for the starving districts.

The Secretary to the Treasury gives speeches to the public. One would suppose stones

were scarce in Ireland and her rivers dry when no one boos such fools out of the

country.

We want no charity. We want the government to look after our interests, to

legislate for us fairly, to spend what we should have properly among us, to teach us,

and to keep a tight leash over idleness, recklessness, and apathy. It is plain these

people can’t do it.

Questions

1- Why is Elizabeth Smith worried that "prospects look very gloomy"?

2- Why is Elizabeth Smith skeptical about help promised from England?

3- Elizabeth Smith says that the Irish do not want charity. What is she calling for?

4- If you were a member of the Poor Law Commission, what plans would you propose

to address the hardship caused by the potato blight? Explain the reasons for your

proposals.

C) The Impact of the Potato Blight: the Journal of Elizabeth Smith, 1847
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- The grass on our farm is fine. Our turnips are good. If all goes well, we will sell

our crops for high prices in the spring or maybe even by Christmas. In the

meantime, we get no cash and the rents may be uncertain. Some say this will be a

harder year than the last. It is well the Colonel sold poor our horse or we certainly

should be in trouble.

- Little in the papers but failures. Cattle dealers in Dublin cannot sell the beasts at

any of the fairs. Our neighbor has lost seven thousand dollars because of bad debts.

He trusted people who have failed to repay him. He hopes to recover about half this

money in the future.

- Every newspaper has long lists of bankrupts; the whole business world is

affected. Banks, factories, traders, and brokers have failed everywhere. We cannot

sell anything. Even though a bountiful harvest has filled the country with cheap

provisions, no one can buy. This in England and Scotland too. The Colonel received

money from the government to repair the roads so he will hire thirty men. I have

money to last us until the pay comes again in the middle of next month. The Colonel

spends nothing. He sold his horse to help us and I have put off paying the girls the

money borrowed from them last year.

Questions

1- In the first journal entry, why is Elizabeth Smith hopeful?

2- In these journal entries, Elizabeth Smith discusses the broader economic impact of

the potato blight. According to Elizabeth Smith, how is the blight affecting the

country?

3- How is Elizabeth Smith's family trying to survive the potato blight?

4- If you were part of the Anglo-Irish upper-class, would you have considered the

plight of the Irish peasants your responsibility? Explain your views.


